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Abstract—This paper presents generalized models for charac-
terizing spatio-temporal target trajectories that have anomalous
patterns. Stochastic context-free grammars (SCFGs) are the mod-
eling framework used to represent anomalous events like circling
behaviors and destination-specific trajectories. We propose a
hierarchical tracking architecture to ensure legacy compatibility
with existing trackers. The behavior of targets on the slower
time-scale is captured through both positional features as well
as movement patterns. Numerical simulations show a significant
performance increase in probability of detection over competing
hidden Markov model methods.

Index Terms—stochastic context-free grammars, spatio-
temporal trajectory patterns, anomalous behavior, non-
Markovian models, long-range dependency

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical sensor-based target tracking is a classical problem
that has been studied in great detail [1], [2]. This paper
presents middleware algorithms to help human radar operators
interpret tracks in order to detect and visualize suspicious
spatio-temporal target trajectories. While state space models
are ideal for target tracking, the main idea in this paper is that
stochastic context-free grammar (SCFG) models are useful for
modeling and interpreting trajectories.

In our previous papers [3], [4], several models have been
presented for specific target trajectories signifying malicious
intent. The current paper generalizes these trajectory models
into a unifying SCFG framework. More specifically, 6 trajec-
tory models are presented: (i) random walk, (ii) reciprocal
process, (iii) linear, (iv) arc-like, (v) rectangular and (vi)
destination-aware. Our modeling framework focuses on the
human-sensor interface (middleware) tasked with high-level
reasoning and visualization from lower-level sensor measure-
ments. Bayesian signal processing algorithms are also devel-
oped to perform model classification and change detection
using novel SCFG models.

Example: Consider the scenario in Fig. 1 where a tar-
get executing a trapezoidal trajectory (dashed blue line) is
observed in noise. This trajectory could signify a target
avoiding an obstacle by deviating away, passing the obsta-
cle and then returning to its previous path. Given noisy
point measurements, how can one devise algorithms to detect
whether the target executed such a pattern? This is a non-
trivial estimation problem (that cannot be solved efficiently
with template matching techniques) since exponentially-many
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Fig. 1. A radar makes noisy observations (green dots) that can be tracked
by a conventional tracker as shown by the solid red line. However, useful
information like shape and destination is often obscured by the estimation
process. The main aim of this paper is to detect and track higher-level
characteristics of a trajectory like the movement patterns shown as blue
arrows. In this example, a target executes an arc movement (the open
trapezoidal shape) that can be associated with various anomalous behaviors.
Our two-scale approach uses the base-level tracker output to track intent-
driven trajectories having long-range dependencies.

scaled versions of the shape need to be considered1. SCFG
models offer an efficient framework to model common shapes
(shown in Fig. 2) in a scale-invariant manner. The trajectory
classification and modeling approach proposed in this paper
can also be viewed as a “visualization” layer that is able
to assist the human analyst by extracting suspicious spatio-
temporal patterns embedded in noisy tracks as depicted in
Fig. 1. Efficient polynomial-time algorithms exist to perform
classification using SCFG models which are used in Sec.IV to
demonstrate the effectiveness of SCFG models over competing
hidden Markov models.

A. Literature Survey

The classification and tracking of anomalous spatio-
temporal trajectories arise in many application areas such

1As an equivalent example, consider a string albmcmdn where l, m
and n are unknown positive integers such that l + 2m + n = k. How
can one extract the arc trajectory bmcm from a noisy version of the
string? If b and c were composite alphabets that were the union of r other
symbols, template matching would require listing an exponential number∑k/2

m=0[k − (2m− 1)]rm+1 of possibilities, for all possible choices of l,
m and n, since the values of these integers are not known.
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Fig. 2. A conceptual sketch of a city-wide radar surveillance application.
Target trajectories evolve over roads and are constrained to certain shapes
due to the geometry imposed by urban environments. The trajectory in red
depicts an m-rectangle while that in blue represents an arc.

as target tracking using radars [3], gesture recognition us-
ing optical [5] and time-of-flight sensors [6], human action
recognition in camera networks [7], gait analysis [8], network
packet traces [9], vehicular geo-position coordinates [10] etc.
A common approach in such sequential pattern recognition
problems, is the use of hidden Markov models to capture the
temporal dependence of observations. Such an approach is
taken in [11] by using flow vectors on objects being tracked
in video sequences. Spatial nodes of interest are first isolated
using a Gaussian mixture modeling technique. Routes are then
created by clustering different trajectories and a high-level
hidden Markov model is learned for each route. However, such
a model cannot incorporate destination-specific information.
Moreover, long-term dependencies in the trajectory are also
lost due to the Markov assumption.

Our work is related to the approach taken in [12] and
[13]. A non-probabilistic context-free grammar approach is
used in [12] to identify two-person interactions like hugs,
hand-shakes, kicks and punches to enforce syntactic structure
on detected events. In [13], SCFGs are used to recognize
cheating actions in card-games at casinos. Our work departs
from them significantly as we consider trajectory modeling
in a tracking situation and not an action recognition system.
This paper generalizes the treatment in [3] and presents novel
time-varying SCFG rules for destination-aware trajectories.

B. Organization and Results

The main idea of this paper is modeling anomalous trajecto-
ries via SCFGs. We elaborate on the content and organization
of this paper below.

1) Hierarchical Tracking Framework: Sec. II, formulates
a hierarchical two time-scale tracking system as depicted in
Fig. 3. The algorithms presented in this paper use the track
estimates from an existing “base-level” tracker to perform
filtering and change detection at the middleware layer. Thus,
they are at a higher layer of abstraction than conventional
tracking and are fully compatible with existing trackers. The
methodology is similar to our previous paper [3].

2) Modeling of Anomalous Patterns: The main contri-
bution of this paper is the modeling of both velocity and
positional feature-based trajectories using SCFG models that
are presented in Sec. III. Two different kinds of models
are considered based on either movement patterns (velocity-
based) or the specific sequence of sites visited the target
(position-based). Movement patterns can model complex ge-
ometric shapes while position tracklet sequences can model
destination-specific anomalies.

3) Numerical Simulations: The detection performance of
the SCFG models are illustrated in Sec. IV through extensive
numerical simulations. SCFG models are compared to HMMs
and our results show a significant increase in detection prob-
ability.

II. HIERARCHICAL TRACKING FRAMEWORK

In this section, a system-level description of the tracking
framework is presented (as depicted in Fig. 3). A conventional
(base-level) target tracker operates on the fast time scale, while
the higher level middleware layer operates on a slower time
scale.

1) Base-Level Tracker: The base-level tracker is a Bayesian
filter operating on the fast time scale (order of seconds)
denoted by τ = 1, 2, . . .. The base-level tracker can be
represented as an operator T that uses sensor measurements zτ
to update a posterior filtering distribution Fτ over the position
and velocity of the target by

Fτ = T(Fτ−1, zτ ). (1)

For example, consider a target represented by its kinematic
state s = [sx, sy, sẋ, sẏ]ᵀ. The state variables (sx, sy) refer to
the position of the target while (sẋ, sẏ) refer to the velocity of
the target in Cartesian co-ordinates. Classical target tracking
uses a state space model

sτ+1 = f(sτ ,wτ ),

zτ = h(sτ ) + vτ ,

where wτ and vτ represent the state and measurement noise
respectively. The state transition and measurement functions
are represented by f(·) and h(·) respectively. A base-level
tracker estimates the target state trajectory from the radar
measurements in a causal manner. This is a filtering problem
involving computation of (an approximation to) the a posteriori
filtering distribution Fτ = P{sτ |z0, z1, . . . , zτ}.

2) Tracklet Estimation: Let t = 1, 2, . . . denote a slower
time scale (order of minutes), which we call the epoch scale,
at which the human analyst makes decisions. The human
analyst reduces the posterior distributions Fτ to the mean
position/velocity and quality of estimate (e.g. variance). More
specifically, given the sequence of track distributions, Ft =
{Fτt , . . . , Fτt+1−1}, define a tracklet on the slow time scale
as

ât = H(Ft) ∼ P{·|at}. (2)

Here, the tracklet ât denotes, a quantization of an average state
vector ŝt of the target obtained from the tracklet estimator at
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Fig. 3. The proposed hierarchical tracking framework to assist human radar operators. A base-level tracker T outputs filtered state estimates at a fast time-scale
τ . The tracklet estimator aggregates state estimates from the base tracker and emits quantized tracklets ât at a slower time scale t. A set of SCFG models
for different threat scenarios are considered in the classification problem. The sequence of noisy tracklets â0:T is fed into the Earley-Stolcke parser to either
perform model classification to generate alarms or as a visualization tool to recover the suspicious trajectory.

epoch t, and can be viewed as a noisy version of the “true”
underlying quantized position and/or unit velocity vector of
the target denoted as at.

Two different types of tracklets are considered: (a) the
position tracklets âpos

t which are output by the position tracklet
estimator Hpos and (b) velocity tracklets âvel

t which are quan-
tized through Hvel. Tracklets are used as syntactic sub-units
of target trajectories. The SCFG shape models utilize velocity
tracklets as sub-units of the trajectory shape while SCFG
destination-specific pattern models utilize position tracklets as
sub-units of a goal-directed trajectory (following a specific
pattern of visited sites).

The position tracklet estimator operates on a discretized
surveillance space Λ over which the target is observed. At
each time instant, the position tracklet estimator quantizes
the average (ŝxt , ŝ

y
t ) state estimates to the closest element

(xi, yi) ∈ Λ on the discretized 2-D grid Λ as shown in
Fig. 4a. The velocity tracklet estimator utilizes the average
velocity estimate (ŝẋt , ŝ

ẏ
t ) to find the direction of motion of

the target. The possible directions of motion of the target
are quantized into 8 radial cardinal directions from the set
Vvel = {~a = −π,~b = − 3π

4 ,~c = −π
2 ,

~d = −π
4 , ~e = 0, ~f =

π
4 , ~g = π

2 ,
~h = 3π

2 }. The cardinal directions represented by the
mode are shown in Fig. 4b. Each mode is represented with a
lowercase alphabet and an → superscript to denote that it is
a unit directional vector.

3) Trajectory Classification Objective: A target trajectory
is associated with a specific spatio-temporal pattern depending
on its shape and/or the pattern of sites visited by the target.
Each trajectory is assumed to be generated by a model Gk ∈
G, k = {1, . . . ,K}, where there are K = |G| different types
of anomalous patterns under consideration. Development of
these models is the main idea of this paper and is described
in Sec. III. As a target moves in a region of interest (ROI), it
generates tracklets ât, t = 0, 1, . . .. The anomalous trajectory
classification task is then defined as finding the model G∗ ∈

G that has the highest probability of explaining the observed
tracklet sequence a0, . . . , aT ,

G∗ = arg max
Gk∈G

P{Gk|â0, . . . , âT }. (3)

III. SCFG MODELS FOR ANOMALOUS PATTERNS

In this section, 6 types of models for anomalous target
trajectories are presented. Readers who are unfamiliar with
the SCFG formalism should read the overview material in
Appendix A. The motivation behind using SCFG models
like arcs, rectangles etc. is that such trajectories cannot be
exclusively generated by Markov models2. A formal proof of
this assertion can be constructed using the Pumping Lemma
for regular grammars (HMMs) [14], [15].

1) Random Walk Models: Random walks are the most
elementary of Markov models for target trajectories evolv-
ing on a road network represented as a finite set of nodes
Vpos = {vi, i = 1, . . . , |Vpos|}; see Fig. 4a. The target position
at can be represented using the bin vi ∈ Vpos in which it
resides at instant t. A Markov chain model GMC of target
dynamics over such a road network can be parameterised
using a prior distribution P{a0 = vi} over the initial state
a0 at time t = 0 and a possibly time-varying transition matrix
At(i, j) = P{at = vj |at−1 = vi}. A transition matrix for
such random walk models can be calculated based on physical
distance between nodes. The state transition diagram of such
a model is shown in Fig. 5.

2) Reciprocal Models for Destination-Aware Trajectories:
A human target following anomalous behavior rarely moves
according to a random walk model. The sequence of actions
taken by an intelligent agent are often pre-meditated on a
global scale with random variation at the local scale. With

2This implies that a Markov chain can generate a sample path that is an
instance of a shape with some finite probability. However, it cannot do so
with probability 1 unless the state space is extended artificially to the length
of the trajectory.
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Fig. 4. (a) shows the discretization of a surveillance space Λ into grids (xi, yi), each of size ∆x ×∆y . Each grid element is lexicographically ordered into
a set Vpos. There are a total of |Vpos| bins in the surveillance space.(b) shows the velocity tracklets v ∈ Vvel representing cardinal radial directions.
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Fig. 5. The state transition diagram for target trajectories on a road network.
For a random walk model, the transition probabilities pnbr are non zero only
for neighboring nodes that are connected by streets. The neighbor probabilities
are uniformly distributed over all connected neighbors. For the Markov bridge
model, the transition probabilities are time-varying.

this assumption in mind, the local dynamics of a target are
more appropriately modeled using a reciprocal process; see
also our previous work [3] and related work [16].

A discrete-time reciprocal process at ∈ Vpos is a one-
dimensional Markov random field with the non-causal property

P{at = vj |as6=t} = P{at = vj |at−1 = vi, at+1 = vl}, (4)

parameterised by the homogeneous 3-point transitions
Q(i, j, l) = P{at = vj |at−1 = vi, at+1 = vl} with vi, vj and
vl ∈ Vpos. In urban environments, traffic information can
be used to estimate the 3-point transitions Q(i, j, l) between
intersections in a road network. This is described in Sec. IV.

Using reciprocal dynamics, a destination-aware trajectory
is defined by a priori fixing the final destination of the target
aT = vk. The resulting Markov bridge is characterized by a

probability transition law

P{at|at−1, aT } =
P{at|at−1, at+1}
P{at+1|at, aT }

P{at+1|at−1, aT },

that induces a backwards recursion for time-varying two-point
Markov transitions

Bkt (i, j) =
Q(i, j, l)

Bkt+1(j, k)

 ∑
j′∈Vpos

Q(i, j′, l)

Bkt+1(j′, l)

−1 , (5)

where the second term on the right hand side of (5)
is the normalization constant. The time-varying transitions
Bkt (i, j) = P{at = vj |at−1 = vi, aT = vk} refer to 2-point
transitions of a target with final destination aT = vk. To ensure
that the final destination of the target aT = vk, we initialize the
recursion with BkT−1(i, j) = 1.0 for j = k and 0.0 otherwise.
Additionally, at time t = T−2, the target transitions according
to BkT−2(i, j) = Q(i, j, k). A more detailed treatment can be
found in [3].

3) Destination-aware Paths: A destination-aware path is a
target trajectory which is heading towards a known destination
aT = vk while following local dynamics according to the
3-point transitions Q(i, j, l). The Markov bridge approach
can also be viewed as a time-varying stochastic context-free
grammar for destination-specific trajectories.

Fig. 6. The blue star node is the destination node and the red square node
is the initial starting point. The target trajectory follows a destination-aware
model to travel between the initial and destination nodes.

A destination-aware trajectory satisfies the constraint
P{aT = vk} = 1.0. A destination-aware SCFG model can



Overall arc-like trajectory

Internal process noise (dither)

(a)

Arc
r1 : S → AXC [p1]

r2 : X → AXC [p2]

r3 : X → B [p3]

r4 : A→ ~a [p4]

r5 : B → ~bB [p5]

r6 : B → ~b [p6]

r7 : C → ~c [p7]

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) show depictions of an arc-like trajectory with system uncertainty.
The incorporation of internal process noise serves the philosophical purpose
of modeling overall geometry using self-embedding rules to generate shapes
having sides with equal lengths while also allowing for internal perturbations.
In the case of a human target, such a process noise models the inability of
the target to monitor their trajectory in a global fashion. (a) shows a simple
grammar model for arc-like trajectories.

be defined using a starting rule of the form S → viXivk with
rule probability P{S → viXivk} = P{a0 = vi|aT = vk}.
The destination-constrained SCFG model is characterized by
rules of the form Xi → vjXj with time-varying rule prob-
abilities given by the Markov bridge transitions such that
P{Xi → vjXj} = Bkt (i, j), where Bkt (i, j) represents the
probability in (5). Such rules are only created for neighboring
nodes vi, vj that are connected by an edge. Suppose vk
represented the position of a sensitive asset like an embassy or
a check-point. Using the approach presented above, a gram-
matical model GSCFG

k represents all trajectories with target
destination vk.

Remark: The next few models generate geometric shapes
using velocity tracklets as geometric primitives. The clean
terminals at and noisy observations ât take values from the
cardinal direction set Vvel shown in Fig. 4b. These generalize
our past work [3] by incorporating system uncertainty in
the movement patterns of the target. This generalization is
important because a target attempting to travel in a specific
geometric shape does not have a global view of the evolution
of its trajectory. As a result, the local movement patterns of the
target are subject to small perturbations. The internal process
noise is incorporated by allowing each directional movement
to have a finite probability of perturbation into neighboring
radial directions.

4) Linear trajectories: Linear trajectories are straight paths
that are generated by constant velocity target dynamics obey-

Overall m-rectangle trajectory

Internal process noise (dither)

(a)

m-Rectangle
r1 : S → AXCD [p1]

r2 : X → AXC [p2]

r3 : X → B [p3]

r4 : A→ ~a [p4]

r5 : B → ~bB [p5]

r6 : B → ~b [p6]

r7 : C → ~c [p7]

r8 : D → ~dD [p8]

r9 : D → ~d [p9]

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) shows an example of a m-rectangle trajectory with internal
perturbations and global shape. The grammar in (b) is able to generate all
sizes of trajectories satisfying such a shape.

ing local Markov dependency. Linear grammar models are rep-
resented using the compact form Gline = {~an} implying that
the model can generate all trajectories involving n movements
of a target in the direction represented by the unit vector ~a. A
simple regular grammar for lines is characterized by rules of
the form S → ~aS | ~a with ~a ∈ Vvel representing the target’s
direction of motion.

5) Arc-like trajectories: The compact form for arc-like
trajectories is Garc = {~an~b+~cn} which is characterized by an
equal movements in opposing directions represented by the
unit vectors ~a and ~c (shown in Fig. 7a). The notation ~b+

denotes an arbitrary number of movements in the direction
represented by ~b. A simple grammar capable of generating
arcs of all lengths is shown in Fig. 7b. We use the notion of
arcs to represent u-turn and open trapezoidal patterns.

6) Rectangle trajectories: We consider the modified-
rectangle language (with associated grammar shown in Fig. 8b
as Gm-rectangle = {~am~b+~cm ~d∗}. The modified-rectangle gram-
mar can model any trajectory comprising of four sides at
right angles (not necessarily a closed curve) with at least
two opposite sides being of equal length. The notation ~b+

and ~d∗ represent an arbitrary number of movements in the
corresponding directions represented by that mode. A full
rectangle with both opposite sides of equal length cannot be
modeled by an SCFG [15].

Summary: In formal language theory, it is known (and
provable using pumping lemmas [14]) that trajectories like



arcs and rectangles are impossible to generate exclusively
using Markov models [14]. Additionally, the incorporation
of reciprocal dynamics using time-varying rule probabilities
allows destination-aware and rendezvous trajectories to be
efficiently modeled. The highlight of this section was to
illustrate the use of such non-Markovian models in trajectory
classification.

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, the classification performance of single-
target trajectories is considered using either velocity or
position-tracklet based features. SCFG models are compared
to equivalent HMMs whose parameters are learned by a
Baum-Welch estimation procedure over synthetic tracklet se-
quences generated manually with the desired characteristics.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach using the
recognition rate of each model. However, we also retrieve
maximum likelihood Viterbi parses (see [17]) and compare
the Viterbi state estimation of SCFG models to HMMs using
the Hamming distance between the true tracklet sequence a0:T
and the estimated tracklet sequence. The Earley-Stolcke parser
[17] and the forward algorithm [18] are used to compute model
likelihoods P{â1:T |G} for all models G ∈ G in the SCFG and
HMM frameworks respectively. The model which maximizes
the likelihood is chosen as the detected trajectory.

1) Velocity-tracklet based simulations: A continuous-
valued target state trajectory s0:T is generated for three
different kinds of shapes viz., lines, arcs and m-rectangles.
For example, an arc (like that shown in Fig. 1) can be
generated by concatenating the trajectories generated by 3
different constant velocity (CV) models. The first CV model
is initialized using a normal distribution having a mean
with the position at origin and a unit velocity in the NE
direction such that P{s0} ∼ N

(
[0, 0, 1√

2
, 1√

2
]ᵀ,Σ

)
. Here,

Σ is the process noise co-variance. This model is then used
to generate the upward part of the arc for τ = 0, . . . , τ1
time points. The second CV model is initialized using the
final position of the target in CV model 1 and with velocity
magnitude vmag

τ1 =
√

(sẋτ1)2 + (sẏτ1)2 equal to the final velocity
of the target in CV model 1. However, the velocity mag-
nitude is concentrated in the x-axis such that P{sτ1+1} ∼
N
(
[sxτ1 , s

y
τ1 , v

mag
τ1 , 0]ᵀ,Σ

)
. Finally, the last part of the arc

trajectory is created by running a 3rd CV model for time
points τ = τ2+1, . . . , T such that the initial state P{sτ2+1} ∼
N
(

[sxτ2 , s
y
τ2 ,

vmag
τ2√
2
,−v

mag
τ2√
2

]ᵀ,Σ
)

. In all simulations, we generate
trajectories of length 1000 time points at the fine time-scale
τ . A noisy linear observation process with zero-mean Gaus-
sian noise of variance diag(σ2

position, σ
2
position, σ

2
velocity, σ

2
velocity)

is used and the measurements zτ are fed into an extended
Kalman filter. The filter estimates are then aggregated every
20 time points and velocity tracklets ât are generated at the
slower time-scale t. For the shape-based trajectories, we create
3 types of models GSCFG = {GSCFG

line , GSCFG
arc , GSCFG

m-rectangle} and
GHMM = {GHMM

line , GHMM
arc , GHMM

m-rectangle} using both SCFG and
HMM frameworks.

The performance of the models is compared using the
recognition rate and the tracklet estimation error. The model
recognition rate is defined as the proportion of correctly clas-
sified trajectories. In Fig. 9a, the SCFG model performs better
than corresponding HMMs and the performance only increases
with increase in noise. This is due to the fact that SCFGs
form generative models for the described trajectories. When
comparing the tracklet estimation error (using the Hamming
distance), it can be seen in Fig. 9b that SCFGs are able to
recover the correct tracklets with better fidelity. This motivates
their use as a “visualization” tool for such trajectories. Note
that the Hamming distance measures the number of symbols
different between the two sequences. Consequently, a lower
Hamming distance implies a tracklet sequence recovered with
less error.

2) Position-tracklet based simulations: Position-tracklet
trajectories depend on the incorporation of the 3-point tran-
sitions Q(i, j, l) described in Sec. III-1. Traffic authorities in
various cities collect and store turns ratio and traffic flow
information over road networks using traffic cameras and
induction loop sensors. Traffic flow ω(i, j) is a count of
vehicles traveling between two neighboring nodes i and j.
The traffic flow is undefined for nodes that are not connected
by a road. The turns ratio κ(i, j, l) at node vj represents the
proportion of cars turning towards node vl when arriving at
node vj from node vi. The 3-point transitions Q̂(i, j, l) can be
empirically estimated using these quantities as

Q̂(i, j, l) =
ω(i, j)� ω(j, l)∑
j′ ω(i, j′)� ω(j′, l)

≈ ω(i, j)κ(i, j, l)∑
j′ ω(i, j′)κ(i, j′, l)

,

(6)
where ω(i, j)� ω(j, l) denotes the number of vehicles that
travel first from node vi to node vj and finally onto node vl.
However, this quantity cannot be computed without specifi-
cally identifying each vehicle. Consequently, the approxima-
tion in (6) is used. In the absence of traffic data, auxiliary
information from cellular localization or vehicular GPS traces
can also be used to estimate Q(i, j, l). In such cases, the
estimation does not require the approximation in (6) as each
cell phone/vehicle can be uniquely identified. However, the
traces must be quantized to grid positions in the surveillance
space. We simulate such scenarios using the traffic simulator
SUMO3 [19] which can be used to generate target trajectory
traces between specific nodes. A 50 node network is manually
configured using SUMO and the traffic simulator is run to
generate sufficiently many trajectories over the road network
so that a 3-point transition matrix can be estimated using (6).

Destination-aware trajectories: Using the 3-point transi-
tions estimated from (6) and the time-varying transitions in
(5), a destination-aware trajectory model GSCFG

k is created
for an arbitrary node vk which was chosen as an “in-
teresting” node hypothetically containing a sensitive asset.
We then simulate multiple trajectories of length T with 4
different nodes chosen as the destination. Of these, only

3http://sumo-sim.org
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Fig. 9. (a) shows the recognition performance between the SCFG model and the HMM as the noise variance of the linear observation process at the fine
time-scale is changed as the independent variable. The averaging effect at the slow-time scale leads to only a small loss in recognition rate at higher noise
variance. (b) depicts the error in the estimated tracklet sequence between the HMM and SCFG models (lower is better for the Hamming distance).

one is the intended destination vk while the remaining end-
nodes are within 2 hops of the intended destination such
that GSCFG = {GSCFG

kintended
, GSCFG

k1
, , GSCFG

k2
, GSCFG

k3
} and GHMM =

{GHMM
kintended

, GHMM
k1

, GHMM
k2

, GHMM
k3
}. The transition probabilities

of the HMMs are estimated from samples generated from the
corresponding SCFG models (because they form generative
models). These trajectories are observed using a noisy process
such that

P{ât = vi|at = vj} =

{
1.0− p, for vi = vj

p
|Nj | , for vi ∈ Nj

, (7)

where p is a perturbation from ideal detection, Nj refers
to the set of intersections connected to node vj by a street
and |Nj | refers to the numbers of connected nodes. This
noise distribution was chosen to incorporate averaging and
quantization effects from the tracklet estimator in (2).

V. CONCLUSION

A hierarchical tracking framework is proposed in this paper
for the detection and analysis of aberrant trajectory patterns.
Spatio-temporal features involving both target velocity and
position are used within a stochastic context-free grammar
framework to perform anomaly detection. We present models
for anomalous events involving common trajectory shapes and
scenarios. Numerical examples demonstrate the efficacy of our
approach through the increase in detection accuracy as well
as trajectory reconstruction accuracy.

APPENDIX A
REVIEW OF STOCHASTIC CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS

A. Structural Description of SCFG

A grammar G = (X ,V, S,R) is a 4-tuple consisting of
a set X of latent variables Xi, i = 1, . . . , |X | called non-
terminals, a set V of discrete observations vi, i = 1, . . . , |V|
called terminals, a special start symbol S and a set R of
production rules rm,m = 1, . . . , |R|. In the context of trajec-
tory modeling, non-terminals represent hierarchical structural
segments of a trajectory while terminals represent actual sub-
units of a trajectory. The production rules rm describe the
manner in which the trajectory can evolve by combining the

hidden structural parts of the trajectory. Each non-terminal Xi

can have nXi alternative rules that can be chosen when non-
terminal Xi is currently being considering for re-writing.

A stochastic context-free grammar GSCFG = (GCFG,P) is a
pair consisting of a context-free grammar and a rule probabil-
ity set P = {pm|P{rm} = pm} assigning a probability pm to
each rule rm ∈ R. The rule probabilities create a conditional
probability distribution over all alternative expansions of a
non-terminal Xi such that

∑nXi
m=1 pm = 1.0 for each Xi. In

this paper, an SCFG is treated as a triple stochastic process
with two layers of latent variables. The rule choices used in
the derivation of a sentence is the first latent layer. A graphical
representation of the sequence of re-writing rules used until
epoch t is called a partial parse tree ψt. The sequence of rule
choices is also called a derivation that generates a sequence
of “clean” terminal symbols a0:T on termination. The clean
terminal symbols represent the second hidden layer because
they are only observed in noise. The final observation process
generates a sequence â0:T of “noisy” terminals.

B. Inference using Stochastic Context-Free Grammars

In this paper, we are mainly concerned with (a)
computing trajectory likelihoods P{â0:T ;GSCFG} and
(b) recovering the most likely clean terminal sequence
arg maxa0:T P{a0:T |â0:T ;GSCFG} from an observed sentence
â0:T given an SCFG model GSCFG. The model likelihoods
are used to classify between different anomalous patterns as
formulated in (3). The most likely parse tree estimation is used
to recover the “clean” terminal sequence originally generated
by the SCFG. The Earley-Stolcke parser [17] is used in this
paper due to its ability to deal with unrestricted context-free
rules. Moreover, it is capable of generating likelihoods for
partial sentences â0:t due to its incremental left to right
operation. The operations of the Earley-Stolcke parser are
well known in the computational linguistics community and
many references are available for implementation [17], [20].
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